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Abstract: The pair of star s BD+46°664p and BD+46°664s was found as a visual double
star. Using modern astrometrical and astrophysical catalogs it is not ruled out that this is a physical pair with small but similar proper motion, spectral type and spectroscopic parallax.

The first evening of northern spring March
Table 1. Position and magnitude of the double star from UCAC 4.
20, 2014 found me starhopping in Perseus with
Pm mas/
Pm mas/
Star
Mag V
RA 2000.0
Dec 2000.0
an 8-inch Newtonian at 160x magnification. I
year
year
chanced upon a nice white pair of nearly equal BD+46 664p 9.567 02 58 00.526 3.0 +46 49 39.38 -5.1
stars of 9th magnitude, well separated and approximately N-S oriented. After sketching the BD+46 664s 9.644 02 58 00.617 2.3 +46 49 27.72 -4.3
field, I continued to my other visual deep-sky
targets.
Looking up the object in Simbad [1] and Vizier [2]
Table 2. Position angle and separation of the double star
showed that this nice pair has no double star designaderived from UCAC4 and AC 2002.2.
tion but a double Bonner Durchmusterung designation
Distance
Position
of BD+46°664p and BD+46°664s. The pair already has
Source
Epoch
(arcsec) Angle (deg)
many known astrometric and astrophysical measures.
UCAC4 [3]
1991
11.70
175.4
These measures from Tycho 2, PPMX, and UCAC4 are
given in Figures 1 through 6. Interestingly, the two
AC 2000.2 [4]
1899
11.83
174.6
stars have a very small but similar proper motion, perhaps similar spectral type, and even an estimated dis- of 8.8, a maximum distance of 11.0 arc seconds. Of
tance which could be the same within error margins. So course there are more sophisticated statistical studies
which give the probability of a pair being physical.
it is not ruled out that this is a physical pair.
Position and magnitude of this pair from the Hopefully we will know if BD+46°664 is a physical
UCAC4 catalog [3] are given in Table 1. Calculated pair when GAIA astrometry satellite measures its paralPA and separation are given in Table 2. Figure 7 is an lax to high precision.
image of the pair from DSS.
There are various statistical criteria for probable Acknowledgments
This research made use of the Washington Double
physical pairs. BD+46°664 just barely fails the Aitken
criterion [5] which gives, for the combined magnitude
(Continued on page 253)
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Figure 1. Position, proper motion, and magnitude information of the
pair from Tycho 2.

Figure 2. Position, proper motion, and magnitude information of the
pair from PPMX.

Figure 3. Position, proper motion, and magnitude information of the pair from UCAC4 [3].

Figure 4. Spectral type information of the pair from Wright+, 2003 (The Tycho-2 Spectral Type Catalog, Vizier catalog III/231) [8] .

Figure 5. Color magnitude data of the pair from Pickles+, 2010 (All-sky spectrally matched Tycho2
stars, Vizier catalog VI/135) [9] .

Figure 6. Temperature and metallicities of the pair from Ammons+, 2006 (Teff and metallicities for
Tycho-2 stars, Vizier catalog V/136/tycall) [10] .
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Star Catalog maintained at the U.S. Naval Observatory.
I wish to thank all astronomers compiling and
creating the great catalogs of astrometric and
astrophysical data available here.
This research has made use of the SIMBAD
database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, France.
This research has made use of the VizieR catalogue
access tool, CDS, Strasbourg, France.
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Figure 7. DSS image of the pair (located in the dead center of the
image).

